Guide to booking Tracked Return via Royal Mail

This guide will assist you in booking your Tracked
Returns through the Royal Mail platform.

To start, please visit
https://www.royalmail.com/track-my-return
You will arrive at the tracked returns dashboard
screen.
You are now ready to create your booking.
Please note: This portal is designed for retail
returns, the dimensions and advise will be different
to the Medical tracked system you will be using. We
will advise you in this guide when the information is
different.

Type your chosen SYNLAB VPG site into
the retailer box or pick it from the
alphabetical list below that
Once complete, click ‘Go’.

This will then take you to the page to create your label.
Click the Box/bag option and select Yes to the dimensions
(Please note, your package needs to be within the Medical
samples dimensions, not the dimensions on the website) We
have other options available for packages that have bigger
dimensions, please call us to discuss.

Here is says ‘For most items you won't need to worry about it's
size and weight, but to avoid the Post Office refusing your return,
we need to double check and states the dimensions’
The dimensions for Medical samples are: 300mm x 200mm x
30mm and weigh less than 1kg

The next section is where you put in your details. Please
complete all mandatory fields including your practice code.
This can be found on your monthly invoices and is usually a
4 digit code (e.g. THEV)

Alternatively, you can call us for your practice code.

*PLEASE NOTE THAT PRACTICE CODES MAY DIFFER
DEPENDING ON THE VPG SITE YOU ARE SENDING TO*
Once this is complete click ‘Make your label’

You will now see this page where you can download
and print your label. It will also be emailed to you.

Apply the label to the outside of the package and
send it to us via a Royal Mail post box.
Alternatively, you can use a Labels to go service at a
Royal Mail Delivery Office who will print your label
for you.
Although this page states you can send via a post
office, Medical samples cannot be sent via a Post
Office, please use a post box or Service Centre.

Make sure you keep a note of the reference number,
you will need this to track your item.
Don’t forget to add your UN3373 label to the
package.

Please contact the lab if you have any issues using the system, or you require anything else including
consumables.
Your laboratory sites are:
Synlab VPG – Leeds
Tel: 0113 287 0175
E: vpg.leeds@synlab.co.uk

Synlab VPG - Hitchin
Tel: 01582 881368
E: vpg.hitchin@synlab.co.uk

Synlab VPG – Exeter
Tel: 01392 247914
E: vpg.exeter@synlab.co.uk

Synlab VPG - Ringwood
Tel: 01425 461466
E: vpg.ringwood@synlab.co.uk

Synlab VPG - Bristol
Tel: 0117 951 1283
E: vpg.histology@synlab.co.uk

